Abstract. Traditional pattern recognition algorithms for human activity recognition observe data from all available sensors and obtain feature vectors of a fixed dimension. Pattern classification is performed in the vector space of the same dimension. As a result, the computational cost increases as the number of sensors increases for higher accuracy, and the algorithm fails if some of the sensors are offline. As such, data-driven activity recognition suffers from the disadvantage of scalability and reusability. So there is a great need for a kind of recognition framework with high flexibility and low obtrusiveness especially for older people, not only can monitor human acceleration data but also generate human's environment even object usage information. Prior information such as people's routine which is relatively stable in his/her life can be used as knowledge to design a powerful human-computer collaboration system for human activity recognition. In this framework, we make a guess from the users' routine knowledge, and then use the relevant sensor data for every individual to validate the result, the result could be positive or changed according to the decision criteria. The experimental results showed that that the accuracy of human activity recognition can be up to 90%.Especially, when some sensors are offline, the model can still achieve good results.
Introduction
Human activity recognition, especially for older people, is gaining more and more attention due to its endless potential applications ranging from elderly assistance to tactical operations. For instance, a wearable smart band application could generate a daily report summarizing the total amount of time the user used in walking, eating, running and sleeping [1] .With the development of microelectronics and computers, recent advances in wearable devices with accelerometers, physiological signal sensor and camera sensors, have made profound changes for human activity recognition to monitor people's daily lifestyle [2] , [3] . It is an important application as IOT (Internet of Things). Wearable device data is multidimensional data set containing huge numbers of features. There are three different recognition approaches for activity recognition using external and wearable sensors. The first one is object usage based activity recognition, which was usually used in smart home. The system has numbers of sensors placed in target objects people are supposed to interact with every day (e.g., coffee machine, TV set, washing machine, etc.) [4] .The more sources of data available, the richer the information that can be extracted from different attributes. Kenneth P et al. used Hands-On RFID to obtain and use knowledge of person-object interactions. They presented a novel pair of wearable devices, a glove and a bracelet, that detect when users interact with unobtrusively tagged objects [5] . Donald J. Patterson et al. related to achieving fine-grained activity recognition for context-aware computing applications. They examine the advantages and challenges of reasoning with globally unique object instances detected by a RFID glove and present a sequence of increasingly powerful probabilistic graphical models for activity recognition [6] . Obviously, this kind of system has high recognition accuracy but also high cost and obtrusiveness, which isn't good enough to be scaled up to wide use yet. The second approach is referred tousing third-person vision image or video for human activity recognition and prediction [7] [8] [9] .Yun, Yixiao Gu, Irene Yu-hua, Aghajan, Hamid represented human activity by appearance features from local patches centered at hands containing interacting objects, and by structural features formed from the detected human skeleton containing the head, torso axis and hands [10] . Saad Ali, Mubarak Shah proposed a set of kinematic features that are derived from the optical flow for human action recognition in videos. The set of kinematic features include divergence, vorticity, symmetric and anti-symmetric flow fields, second and third principal invariants of flow gradient and rate of strain tensor, and third principal invariant of rate of rotation tensor. These kinematic modes are computed by performing Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the spatiotemporal volumes of the kinematic features. They proposed the use of multiple instances learning (MIL), in which each action video is represented by a bag of kinematic modes [11] . The third category is mainly using wearable sensor (e.g.. acceleration sensor, gyroscope sensor) data to do classification [1] . Activity recognition based on wearable sensors has small space constraints, small influence of the external environment and advantage in protecting user privacy. Reyes-Ortiz et al. presented the Transition-Aware Human Activity Recognition (TAHAR) system architecture for the recognition of physical activities using smartphones. It targets real-time classification with a collection of inertial sensors while addressing issues regarding the occurrence of transitions between activities and unknown activities to the learning algorithm. The paper proposed two implementations of the architecture which differ in their prediction technique as they deal with transitions either by directly learning them or by considering them as unknown activities. The architecture is validated over three case studies that involve data from people performing a broad spectrum of activities while carrying smartphones or wearable sensors. Results show that TAHAR outperforms state-of-the-art baseline works and reveal the main advantages of the architecture [12] .Sensor-based human activity recognition research mainly focus on the following questions: 1) selection of attributes [1] ;2) optimization of sampling frequency [13] ;3) feature extraction and selection of raw data [14] - [16] ; 4) evaluation of classification algorithms(supervised learning, semi-supervised learning; unsupervised learning) [1] , [17] , [18];5) selection and optimization of multi-classification algorithms(MCS) [1] , [17] .All the wearable human activity recognition ,such as smart bands [19] , smart phone[20]and smart watches [21] , is mainly based on acceleration sensor, which can only recognize a few basic actions, such as walking, running, going upstairs and downstairs, but cannot distinguish human daily activities such as working at computer, cooking, shopping, sports, etc. All these kind of methods were called data-driven activity recognition, which is to learn activity models from preexistent large-scale datasets of user's behaviors, using feature extraction and classification algorithm.
Compared with object usage based activity recognition method, these method can recognize human basic activity (e.g.. walking , running , going up or down) with high accuracy 95%[22], 97% [23] . However, due to lacking of semantic information of the environment and object, it's hard to distinguish human daily activity such as working, cooking, eating which are the users mostly want to summarize. Also, these kinds of traditional pattern recognition algorithms observe data from all available sensors and obtain feature vectors of a fixed dimension. Pattern classification is performed in the vector space of the same dimension. As a result, the computational cost increases as the number of sensors increases for higher accuracy, and the algorithm fails if some of the sensors are offline. As such, data-driven activity recognition suffers from the disadvantage of scalability and reusability. So there is a great need for a kind of wearable devices with high flexibility and low obtrusiveness, not only can monitor human acceleration data but also generate human's environment and object usage information.
To be successful in practice, HAR system should not require the user to wear many sensors nor interact too often with the object and the environment. The configuration should be comfortable, noninvasive, inexpensive, reusable and scalable. Prior information such as people's routine which is relatively stable in his/her life can be used as knowledge to design a powerful human-computer collaboration system. Even without any object information, it can distinguish people's activity. For example, it's hard to distinguish working at computer and watching TV just under the acceleration recognition results sitting. However, when time and location knowledge were added, like in Talbe1,2, it will be easy to distinguish.
In this paper, an evidence framework combined with users' individual knowledge was proposed. We propose to use a powerful matrix representation to represent user's routine knowledge which will be used as a source of a decision. The improvement of Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory of evidence will be utilized by this module to produce an initial candidate activity according to these inputs and pre-stored matrices. In the next steps, only the relevant sensor data to the candidate activity are examined one at a time, and the process stops when enough evidence is collected. This approach saves considerable battery power for the device. The computational cost actually reduces as the number of sensors increases because, in that case, our system has more choices of relevant sensors and the algorithm converges faster. In addition, our serial system is more flexible, scalable and robust than the traditional system.
eButton
We proposed a sensor platform with 3-axis accelerometer and camera,called eButton [24] , that can be worn as a medal in the chest.The sensor platform design has a diameter of 60mm and a weight approximately one quarter of the smartphone which has a microprocessor with wireless communication ports supporting both Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. The eButton is equipped with an array of sensors collecting data of human motion or the environment and object, including a wide angle camera, a UV sensor, a 3-in-1 IMU consisting of one 3-axis accelerometer, one 3-axis gyroscope and one magnetometer for motion measurements, and a global positioning system (GPS)receiver determining the geographical location of the wearer. The acquired data can be stored, in a flush storage within the device or wirelessly transmitted to a server using the Bluetooth or Wi-Fi channel. 
Representation of User's Routine Knowledge and Application to Daily Routine Representation
We propose to use a powerful matrix to represent the prior knowledge of users. In this representation, we consider r sources of information 12 ,, r    . Since each source contains multiple attribute,εi is a vector. With this definition, we represent pair wise relationships (εi, εj) from the r sources by a rectangular matrix. The entry of the matrix with respect to one particular element in εi and another element in εj expresses the relationship between the two elements in different values which means that the relation exists with a certain degree of strength ranging from "almost impossible" to "100% sure", Since the relationship between the two elements is not communitive, the relationship matrix for (εi, εj) is generally asymmetric. As an important special case where (εi, εi) represents relationships among elements of εi.. itself. According to the theory, all (εi, εj) can be tiled into a large, sparse global matrix, and this matrix corresponds to a directed graph. All the data were shown in appendix. We conducted an initial case on the application of the matrix representation. One of our graduate students summarized his own weekday routine with total of 10 activities that he usually performs in 3 categories, consisting of eating, sedentary activity (including computer work, TV watching, sleep), and physical activity (brushing, cooking, transportation, sports, shopping). Then, we defined four vectors: ε1 contains the ten specific activities, ε2contains the hours of the day, ε3 contains locations where his activities are performed (bedroom, restroom, kitchen, living room, eating room, transportation, office, restaurant, shopping mall, gym, park), and ε4 contains weather information (sunny, cloudy, rain, snow, fog, cold, hot). The graduate student filled the matrices corresponding to (ε1, ε2), (ε1, ε3), (ε2,ε3), (ε1, ε4), and (ε1, ε1), where the last matrix describes how the current activity is related to the previous activity. The entry values that he chose were entirely based on his own personal experience (daily routine) in a 1-5 integer scale, where 1 and 5 are extreme values representing " almost impossible" and "100% sure", respectively. Figure 1 shows the directed graph of his personal routine and parts of matrices (ε1, ε2) and (ε1, ε3). Although, for certain entries with a moderate relationship, the student pondered which score is most appropriate (e.g., 2 or 3), he described that the matrix-filling process was intuitive and straightforward. Then we get the Basic probability assigment by normalization. The main idea of this approach is to make a guess using individual knowledge. For every special prediction result, we choose relevant sensor information from the eButton platform to validate or correct prediction results. The advantage of this approach is that there is no need to use all the sensors information to do classification for the activity recognition we just use relevant effective sensors information to validate or correct prediction results which will greatly reduce the computational complexity.For example, if the GPS sensor was offline, the individual subjectresults in a missing of the GPS information, our system can skip this sensor and examine the next relevant sensor within the eButton. We believe that our eButton with the new algorithm will provide a power tool for activity recognition, provide a broad spectrum of options for lifestyle monitoring and intervention.
Introduction of D-S evidence Theory
The theory of belief functions, also referred to as evidence theory or Dempster-Shafer theory (DST), is a general framework for reasoning with uncertainty, First introduced by Arthur P.Dempster in the context of statistical inference, the theory was later developed by Glenn Shafer into a general framework for modeling epistemic uncertainty-a mathematical theory of evidence. The theory allows one to combine evidence from different sources and arrive at a degree of belief (represented by a mathematical object called belief function) that takes into account all the available evidence.
Definition 1 Decision Criterion K is a measure of the amount of conflict between the two mass sets. The DS theory is an efficient tool to handle uncertainty and incompleteness of data information. To avoid the abnormal behavior of this theory in high conflict situations, such as Zadeh paradox, a variety of improved combination rules were proposed, mainly including corrective-evidence and conflict redistribution rules. As shown in Fig4,The decision was made from routine knowledge where time is 7:00, location is bedroom and weather is sunny, the most likely activity is sleeping. 
Method of Validate the Prediction Results
Every activity has its own relevant sensors which can validate itself effectively. With the prediction results, we just need to select specific individual sensor or combination of sensors to validate or correct the prediction results , the following table gives the priority of the sensors for specific activity. 
Evaluation of the Performance
The data we obtained from sensors includes acceleration data, temperature data, magnetometer data, gyroscope data which were shown in Figure 5 . In the case of acceleration sensor, the recognition framework for acceleration sensor is sitting, walking, lying ,running ,going upstairs ,going downstairs , with the SVM classification , the accuracy can be higher than 95%. For example, the acceleration data got from eButton at 7:00 is recognized as lying, and the belief function for every activity under lying condition (which can be given by individual) is as follows. Obviously after adding the acceleration sensor, the results also satisfied the decision criterion and are more inclined to the previous results ,we can confirm that our prediction is right .According to this framework, we make a guess from the users' routine knowledge, and then use the relevant sensor data for every individual to validate the result, The experimental results showed that the accuracy of human activity recognition can be up to 90%. Especially, when some sensors are offline, the model can still achieve good results.
Future Work
Human activities are complex sometimes, including sequential, interleaved, and concurrent activities. The directed graph will have loops and self-loops. And even the representation of routine knowledge will be different for the same individual depending on the season (like winter and summer).The future work will be the search on how to represent the individual routine knowledge with reinforcement learning algorithm.
